
THE MULTIFUNCTIONAL MACHINE FOR THE COMPLETE
MAINTENANCE OF THE PHOTOVOLTAIC PLANTS

The ultra soft CarLite® brush (diameter 1 mt,
length 1.8/2.2 mt) does not demage the panels.

Working at 9 mt distance reached by the 3 pieces
telescopic boom version (ROBOKLIN 25/6500).

Possibility to work in aisles with minimum 2,8 mt
wideness.

Detail of the 4.5 mt long multi-sprinkler bar
working at a pressure of 40 bars.
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Data, features and pictures are not binding and may be altered without any prior notice.

Dimensions in mm
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TECHNICAL DATA

Driving place with the joysticks for the machine driving (the left one),
the arm controlling (the right one), the electronic display and the pedal for
the travelling cruise control.

- Multifunction tracked machine with hydrostatic transmission with independent closed circuit made by an axial piston

pumps and two motors (one for each track).

- Two speeds with electrical switch selection: an adjustable working speed (cruise control) for to the cleaning of the panels

plus a faster speed for a quick travelling to the work places.

- Undercarriage fitted with floating rollers and rubber tracks designed for high-speed driving on most the surfaces and

easily run on all terrain or muddy ground. The track rollers have been realized with oil bath tapered rolls bearing and

“long life” seals.

- Soft dumped and adjustable seat to work in safety and comfortable conditions.

- 2.400 liters stainless steel water tank allowing considerable work autonomy. It is fitted with a large inspection hatch,

internal breakwater baffles, re-filling pipe with metal mesh filter, visual level indicator. Easily to be removed from the

machine chassis. The vessel without the tank can be used for material handling and transportation.

- Telescopic boom with one or three elements to be used together with different washing applications or to lift and handle

material.

- The “load sensing” hydraulic distributor allows to move the boom smoothly and precisely.

- The boom swiveling system makes possible to work in both sides (right and left).

- The machine can be used alternatively with two different washing systems: a sophisticated anti-scratch rotating brush

(CarLite®) or a pressurized (40 bar) water multi-sprinklers stick.

- Electronic control of the distance of the washing system from the photovoltaic panel by ultrasonic sensors: it

automatically compensates the possible accidental movements of the telescopic boom due to the rough ground surface

and the different gradient of the panels during the cleaning job.

- Hydraulic P.T.O. (flow 45 l/min, max. pressure 170 bar) for the use of optional equipments (lawn mower, brush cutter,

shredder, etc...).

- Pressurized water gun for manual washing.

- Two servo-actuated joy-sticks to control the driving of the machine and the movements of the arm together with the

washing tools (brush or sprinkler bar). Swiveling seat to keep the operator always oriented in the travelling direction. An

electric-hydraulic valve allows to maintain the position of the joy-stick corresponding to the driving directions however the

seat is oriented.

GENERAL FEATURES

TECHNICAL DATA

Operational weight
Operational loading

Diesel engine

Max. power (2600 r.p.m.)
Displacement
Cylinders
Max. torque at 1600 rpm
Cooling

Transmission hydrostatic
Axial piston pump with variable cubic capacity

ear pump

Max. working pressure for tra
Max. working pressure
Steering system through independent tracks
Rubber tracks tensioning with grease
Track width
Specific ground pressure: - empty / loaded
Max. gradient capability full loaded

for

Max. working pressure for the washing pump

kg          4200
kg          2500

type       KUBOTA
V2403M

- HP/Kw        48 / 35.8
- cm 2434
- n°             4
- daNm          16.3
- liquid

n°             2
Max. Oil flow                                                         lt/min          71x2
G n°             3
Oil flow                                                                  lt/min            65

velling

by

mm           320
kg/cm 0.568 /  0.907
max %            70

Brush diameter                                                        mm

Maximum speed                                                    k
Washing max. Speed                                             k

3

2

servo-controls

WASHING SYSTEM

type
type

bar            330
bar            250

type

1000
Brush length                                                            mm    1800 ÷ 2200
Rotation speed                                                        rpm          120
Multi-sprinkler bar length                                         mm         4000

m/h          5 / 10
m/h             2

other applications and uses

bar             40
Water flow for  the washing pump: - with brush    lt/min             50

- multi-sprinkler bar    lt/min             80

Water consumption:
- brush                                      lt/panel          0.5

lt/min           13
- multi-sprinkler bar                  lt/panel            1

W
kw/1 1300

- multi-sprinkler bar                kw/1 full           600

Average speed                            km/h           1.5

Cleaned surface per hour 3000
Cleaned surface with full tank

240

WORKING CAPACITY

lt/min           26

m
m 9230

2

2

ater tank autonomy:
- brush full

lt            55
lt           30

Water lt 0

REFUELLING

Fuel tank capacity
Hydraulic oil tank capacity

tank capacity

In alternativa alle spazzole, sul braccio è possibile montare una barra
multi-getto di lunga 4 metri per lavaggio a spruzzo a 40 bar di pressione.
La configurazione del braccio che ruota di 360° permette di lavare da
entrambi i lati.
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Water gun for manual washing (working pressure 40 bar) as standard
equipment.

Multi-sprinklers bar that can be mounted alternatively to the brush. The
particular design of the articulated bar allows to wash a surface with a
maximum length of 4500 mm in one passage only (40 bar water pressure).

La pulizia dei pannelli è effettuata con spazzole speciali anti-graffio e acqua.
Il braccio è telescopico ed è possibile estenderlo ulteriormente con più sfili.

Working diagram of the ROBOKLIN 25/6500 version, with the 3 pieces
telescopic boom up to 9 meters, fitted with a brush, suitable for solar
panel cleaning.

Working diagram of the ROBOKLIN 25/4000 version, with only 1 piece
telescopic boom up to 6 meters, fitted with a brush, suitable for solar panel
cleaning.

Digit display managing the electronic safety system of the boom
movements and the ultrasonic sensors distance: the operator can
automatically select the working distance of every single arm and brush
from the panels, working in full safety conditions and preventing possible
damages to the panels.
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